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About This Game

This Grand Life is a personal finance simulator where you create a character, manage their money and help them achieve their
life goals. Cruise your way through life with a silver spoon, or struggle endlessly to find employment as a convicted felon. You

cannot control your past, but you can change your future. What choices will you make?

Inspired by Sierra's 1990 game Jones In The Fast Lane, your life is divided into weeks. You try to accomplish as much as you
can each week while economic conditions and special events create interesting choices to think about. Do I go to work this

week, or take part in the Hot Dog Eating competition at the park? Should I spend time looking for a better job, or stick with my
current job until economic conditions improve?

Current Features:

 Balancing Needs - Core game loop of balancing short-term needs such as hunger, fun, hygiene and health with long-
term goals like happiness, wealth and education.

 Stylised City Maps - The game map is based on a real major city, thanks to satellite imagery from the European Space
Agency!

 Education System - Study for degrees, diplomas and PHDs, required for some higher level occupations. Go to trade
school or university.

 Promising Careers and Dead End Jobs - Prestigious career paths like Banking and Chef, plus lower level occupations
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like Janitor and Salesperson.

 Progressive Taxation System - The more you earn, the higher your tax bracket.

 Possessions - Fridges, TVs and Computers which help with your short-term needs.

 Collectibles - Collect stamps, coins and other rare items to achieve your long-term goals.

 Subscription Services - Sign up for services that make life easier, like grocery delivery or cable TV.

 Special Events - Home Robbery, Hotdog Eating Competition, Steam Sales and more.

 Detailed Economic Simulation - Inflation, interest rates and economic growth influence your investments and job
competition.

 Investment and Debt - Borrow money to achieve your goals or invest for a future where you won't have to work.
Minimum repayments and interest rates calculated realistically.

 Real Estate - Buy properties through an auction system. Live in it yourself or rent out your properties to tenants.

 Stock Market - Buy and sell shares on the stock market. Watch out for poor corporate management.

 Traits/Privilege System - Begin life with advantages like rich parents, or disadvantages like alcoholism.

 Freelance/Contractor Business - Hire employees, advertise your brand, complete jobs and grow your reputation.

 Tutorial - An interactive tutorial where your mother tells you to get a job.

 Moddability - Create your own careers, courses, locations, possessions and more. All content designed to be highly
moddable.
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Got robbed as a alcoholic cat studying to be a lawyer working at a fast food joint trying to make a decent living, only thing that
would make it better is more city selection options and more devices for people to steal from my home.. After playing 63hrs on
EA v2.21 the game seems to be very promising and addictive just needs more content. It's for those who likes tycoon or similar
paper chaser sims. Hopefully, it will have workshop soon, so it won't be a problem anymore.
It can be a fun ride to get rich or very challenging depending on the starting conditions you choose.
. Closest thing I can describe it as in it's current state is an offline clicker that doesn't progress when you don't have the game
loaded.

First game I played, I thought I would easily beat it. Lo and behold I ended up insane.

Second time I played I downloaded some mods and four hours later I was a music star stealing from banks, selling weed, and on
my way to graduating with a Degree in Finances only so I can become the Mob Boss of the bank and open up a Narcotic
Trafficking business.

I tried to play as a dog that just received a Degree in Finances to become "The Dog of Wallstreet". Well I soon worked myself
to death trying to get job experience in finances and ended up going insane.

In my latest playthrough I decided to live in Amsterdam as someone who was born behind a dumpster. I have limited language,
smoking, drinking, and shopping habits. Needless to say I have become quiet successful and have just kicked all my addictions
and will soon learn to speak english fluently. I'm on my way towards earning a Degree in Engineering and will become the
Supervisor in the local factory. I drink coffee all day and work out at home. I drive an electric scooter.

[EDIT]

I have since fulfilled my goal and beat the game as a dumpster baby. I ended up owning a highly successful graphics design
business and a catering business. I lived in a penthouse and drove a small car. I dated various women but never got to serious
with any. I owned a butler and was tutored. I learned fluent english and earned a Catering Certificate and a Degree in Art. I was
generating over 2 million in taxable income a year. I had 8 employees and still worked as a Supervisor at the Widget Factory. I
collected comic books and drank coffee at posh restuarants.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is this game perfect? No

Is it entertaining? Sure is

This game feels like a diamond in the rough. The modding tools are there to create a more flavorful game but the repetitive
nature is still there.

You can definitely boil the game into just clicking. The real shine is finding the purpose to that clicking.. First, I do not review
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games often. This has got to be the best 10 dollars I've ever spent on steam. Game is challenging, but fun. It will leave you
throwing your wife into a wall and cursing at your mother. But is totally worth it in my opinion. After watching some
walkthroughs and tutorials on youtube, I gained a better grasp on tactics. If you take your time and really do as the game intends
on you then you will have fun. I had over a million dollars with a successful business and it hit me with taxes unexpectedly. You
never know what can happen. I almost lost it all. If the dev didn't add anything else it would be worth it at this price. Do yourself
a favor and add to cart.. Already a few decent mods for this game on the workshop including a criminal element. Enjoyable pass
timer so far. Beaware its a clicker game and you cant go wrong for the price. Plenty of optiions to make the game as challenging
as you like.. Decent Work-week sim. I dont know if its planned, but relationships need to be implemented.. This is an intesting
take to the simulated life genre. I'm only a few hours into it and I find it intriguing but I do find some things frustrating:

Why do I have to travel to a park to run for free? Can't I just do that at home?

Why is the only important social dynamic dating? Can't I meet and hang out with friends?

Why can't I buy a burglary system and stay in a cheaper location?

Why can't I offer the 2nd bedroom in my apartment as a sublease?

Why is my computer only useful for games and can't help me study, check stocks, bank, etc.?

Why is the only thing I can gift a collectible?

I think the game could be a lot better but it's very possible I just don't know it well enough to know better. I don't think I can
recommend this game as it stands. But I was really hoping to.

Update: I have now completed all the achievements for the game and can affirm my original assessment to not recommend this
game. The daily grind can be fun but quickly can be monotonous and worse, it gets progressively easier. There are very little
challenges in the late stages of the game. Once you acheive financial independence, success is inevitable. Another frustration is
that you can simply choose to be anti-social and save yourself from the troubles of marriage and/or kids. You definitely can
choose not to have kids because there is no sex drive in the game. There is also little randomness to the game, the notable
exception is that theft can be a possibility but you can basically only be sick if you are unhealthy. Again, this is pretty easy to
handle provided you don't go after a relationship.

Bottom line, This Grand Life attempts at a life simulator that isn't an overbearing micro-manager but I think the developer
missed the mark with that balance. There is a whole lot of nuance to our life's decisons and this simulator is too broad for my
tastes.

Specific criticisms:
* Dates take too long and are ridiculously costly. I do get that it's stretched out over a week and is more of a representation of
your wealth, but I did not like the optics of it. It's also strange that I have no choice in what I spend my money on?! I'd much
rather propose a cheap date and be turned down then be forced into an expensive and time consuming date with a meaningly less
secondary character.
* There is no real choice is a spouse; one partner is the same as the other. More specifically, spouses could have qualities that
benefit or hurt the family.
* Spouses should have individual goals that may change. For example, you may want kids, and your spouse may not. If those
goals don't match then Yahoo is off limits....except if you have contraception....and then there is a much lower risk of pregnancy
- but you both have sex drives, so....choose. Happiness could be affected by how many of the goals are aligned. A house activity
would be talk things out provided relationship is good. If relationship is bad, the character would need to work on that before
resolving these other issues.
*Goals should be permitted to be adjusted every so often. Life changes and often we have to readjust our ambitions.
* A limit of four employees is laughable. A second tier of management/sales should be there to pick jobs efficiently.
* Your character should dictate the influence of certain activities. For example, my lazy character should really enjoy TV - but
as far as I could see, this was a static "variable".
* Sex drive should be monitored. The effect of sex should vary with age, marital status, happiness, etc.
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* There is ZERO negative influence for having more wealth as best I can tell. I think this is problematic and especially so when
it concerns happiness of both the character and his/her family. Money doesn't buy happiness.....I admit it helps but it is certainly
not the end-all-be-all.
* There is no influence of other people outside of family and even that is practically nil.

I could probably go on for a while longer. Suffice it to say that while I allowed the game to distract me for far too long, it's a
basic but still incomplete life simulator that I cannot recommend. I'll come back to it if I notice a major update but I think I've
worn this one out already.. A wonderful Life-Sim that offers no rush gameplay with a decent amount of depth for the price. I
bought this game and immediately put 8 hours into it much to the dismay of my cat who was upset about missing supper. There
are a wide array of careers and ways to make money. Multiple degree and education opportunities to explore. Tons of different
options for how your character starts off. I am really looking forward to how this game progresses in early access but I already
have gotten my moneys worth.. I very rarely write negative reviews, but I recently opened the game back up to find it with
pretty much the same features it had last time I played, and was shocked to come here and find it out of early access. This is an
early beta at best with extremely shallow gameplay, definitely not a fully released 15 dollar game. Not impressed by the
developer's promise to add new features "every now and then".

It's really slow, repetive, and the life elements lack any sort of personality or flavor text to make me care about whether my
character is homeless or in a mansion, or where they're working/what their job is. There don't seem to be different mechanics
for different jobs.

Maybe it's more fun with mods, but I can't see myself opening this back up unless there's a major update.
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I was hoping for something akin to Real Lives but with a bit more involvement. Unfortunately this is just tedious bar balancing
with no substance.. Quality concept, poor implementation. Reminds me a bit of Kudus, just not as fun. Got bored in about an
hour. Like another reviewer stated, "I wanted to like this game" but it just wasn't fun.. This is not the most pretty of
games...BUT...the concept and gameplay is so addictive!! It opens that other side of you that wants to either do something else
with your own life. It gets you thinking about how you are already living your life and some things that you can do to change
your life. (In the game and in real life)

Any one that can not budget or doesnt understand how to spend their money in the real world...this will open your eyes. You can
play the game slow and steady with gradual promotions or rush your way to the millions.. Fun little life simulator.

Amazing how with poorly times aunt visits, rent payments and your aparment being robbed life can go south real fast.

Quite accurate.

Serious bit with an update.

Started out with No Priviledge points, homeless and unemployed
Long grind working in a fast food place and renting a place out
Tried to fulfill the health need by having an excercise bike but living in a sketchy part of town meant it was robbed every two
weeks.
Then got a job as a bouncer for 2 years
Proceeded to spend 3 years doing part-time bouncer work whilst studying for a Law diploma
After finishing Law diploma I am now working as a Paralegal in the city centre with a Car and wife (as a tip wive's aren't that
worth it in the short run as getting engaged and married is quite expenseive and having to keep taking them out on dates so they
dont divorce you is a strain enough.)

7/10 - Would pull myself up by my bootstraps again. Probably a lot more fun with mods and if you don't mind a grind its worth
a buy.. It's a fairly interesting game of manageing needs and money that boils down really to if you are happy then you will
suceed in life. the millionare campaign is an undertakeing but can be done easily even if you have no idea what you really are
doing.

my experiance was mostly trying to gain capital while having my excercise machine stolen every week for at least 3 months
straight, so i like to immagine that somewhere there is just one theif who hordes excersise equipment in his basement laughing
at the people who just keep buying new ones for him to steal.

maybe it was my end but the music was non-existant if it even existed in the first place.

it's not going to be everyone's cup of tea but for those who are interested I would recomend it becasue you can get some good
laughs if you are going through with your friends around who laugh as you go to the store to but the 50th exersise machine..
Like this game, the mods and addition of occupations and social functions really added more replayability of this game. As I
was a big fan of bigfish's Life Quest, or similar "life" simulation game, this game is pretty much quite an updated version of this
genre. The downside would probably be the lack of animation. Eg: some life simulation games have animation of when the
character is doing the task, it would probably enhance the whole graphic. But functionality wise, this is quite good. Just hoping
the author can add more and more maps or various occupations, businesses, houses, etc. For the time being, I think mods are
filling this gap pretty well so far.
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